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Extra flat panels

Plugins disponibles

PLEXILED PLEXILED OF 8MM WITH LIGHTING ON 1 SIDE.

PLEXILED PLEXILED OF 8MM WITH LIGHTING ON 2 SIDES.

Extra slim panels made of optic methacrylate (dotting) with 8 mm thickness. The 
panels are single side illuminated with a flexible led strip of high luminosity.

The price includes an external power supply.

The profile is anodised only on the side where the led is applied (the led will always 
be placed on one of the two largest sides).

Extra slim panels made of optic methacrylate (dotting) with 8 mm thickness. The 
panels are double side illuminated with flexible led strips of high luminosity.

The price includes an external power supply.

The profile is anodised only on the sides where the led is applied (the led will always 
be placed on the two largest sides).

White aluminium sheet (0.5 mm) profile 12.007  

10mm

8mm Dotting Granada ecoled 

White aluminium 0.5mm sheet profile 12.007 

10mm

8mm Dotting Granada ecoled 

MEASUREMENTS 30cm 60cm 90cm 120cm 150cm 200cm

20cm RRP 211€ 233€ 257€ 292€ 323€ 374€

40cm RRP 225€ 260€ 298€ 346€ 392€ 466€

20cm RRP 291€ 320€ 358€ 399€ 450€ 513€

40cm RRP 305€ 348€ 399€ 454€ 518€ 605€

60cm RRP 319€ 375€ 436€ 508€ 587€ 720€

80cm RRP 332€ 402€ 481€ 563€ 679€ 859€

100cm RRP 346€ 430€ 522€ 642€ 783€ 998€

• Average power per linear meter: 21W.

• Average luminosity per linear meter (prior to placement inside the methacrylate): 3.250 Lm. 

* (Lm) the data reflected in the table can vary according to manufacturing.
- Luminosity data is based on supplier’s Vossloh-Schwabe data sheets for led stri

• Average power per linear meter: 42W.

• Average luminosity per linear meter (prior to placement inside the methacrylate): 6.500 Lm. 

* (Lm) the data reflected in the table can vary according to manufacturing.
- Luminosity data is based on supplier’s Vossloh-Schwabe data sheets for led stri
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